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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Lake Isabella Dam was inspected pursuant to the requirements of Parts 307 and 315, Dam 

Safety, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  Spicer Group, 

Inc. conducted the three-year inspection of the dam on September 16, 2013 as requested by the 

owner of the dam, the Isabella County Drain Commissioner.  The scope of this inspection is to 

identify conditions that constitute an existing or potential hazard to the dam.  The identification of 

potential hazards is limited to the field visual inspection, review of previous reports, review of 

previous plans, and general computations.  The contents of this report are not to be treated as a 

detailed engineering evaluation.   

 

This inspection report will serve as a supplement to previous inspections performed on the dam.  

Previous inspection reports, drawings, sketches, calculations, etc. will be referred to as part of this 

inspection report.  A summary of the design, construction, maintenance, and subsequent 

inspections of the dam are outlined in the Project Information section of this report. All references 

regarding the orientation of the dam shall be made as viewed looking downstream. The terms 

satisfactory, fair, poor, and unsatisfactory will be used to describe the conditions of the dam. The 

following is a brief definition of each term. 

 

 Satisfactory – No existing or potential dam safety deficiencies are recognized.  

Acceptable performance is expected under all loading conditions (static, hydrologic, 

seismic) in accordance with the applicable regulatory criteria or tolerance risk guidelines. 

 Fair – No existing dam safety deficiencies are recognized for normal loading conditions. 

Rare or extreme hydrologic and /or seismic events may result in a dam safety deficiency. 

Risk may be in the range to take further action.  
 Poor – Dam safety deficiency is recognized for loading conditions which may 

realistically occur. Remedial action is necessary. Poor may also be used when 

uncertainties exist as to critical analysis parameters which identify a potential dam safety 

deficiency: further investigations and studies are necessary.  

 Unsatisfactory – Dam safety deficiency is recognized that requires immediate or 

emergency remedial action for problem resolution. Reservoir restrictions may be 

necessary until problem resolution. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

A. Overall Condition 

 

Visual inspection of the dam indicates that the dam and its appurtenant structures are in 

satisfactory overall condition.  The spillway appeared to be in satisfactory condition and its 

capacity adequate for passing the design storm.  The calculated normal freeboard is 2.5 feet 

for the design event.  The following is a list of observed deficiencies and recommendations. 

 

B. Observed Deficiencies and Recommendations 

 

1. Observation: Seepage was observed along the left side of the spillway at the downstream 

end.  This seepage was noted in the last inspection report.  The seepage was clear at the 

time of the inspection, rust colored deposits were evident along the overland flow path of 

the seepage, but not signs of sediment transport from the embankment were evident.   

Recommendation: The seepage should be monitored on a regular basis.  Any evidence of 

an increase in volume or the presence of earthen material in the water should be brought 

to the attention of a qualified engineer and/or MDEQ Dam Safety Unit.  

 

2. Observation: Seepage was observed along the right downstream channel bank, 

approximately 25 feet downstream of the right wingwall.  The seepage was clear at the 

time of the inspection, rust colored deposits were evident along the overland flow path of 

the seepage, but no signs of sediment transport from the embankment were evident.  The 

seepage is consistent downstream along the channel bank at roughly the same elevation 

beyond the influence of the dam indicating that the seepage is not solely from the 

impoundment.   

Recommendation: The seepage should be monitored on a regular basis.  Any evidence of 

an increase in volume or the presence of earthen material in the water should be brought 

to the attention of a qualified engineer. 

 

3. Observation: There is minor brush and tree growth along the upstream face of the 

embankment throughout the entire embankment length.  Tree and brush growth on dam 

embankments has a number of negative impacts.  The root structures of trees and brush 

may lead to piping of internal embankment materials from seepage through the dam, and 

promote burrowing animals. Animal burrows may lead to further piping problems.   
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Recommendation: Remove all brush and trees from the upstream slope and spray cut 

stumps with a growth inhibiting herbicide. If the removal of trees and brush leaves the 

embankment void of vegetation, the embankment shall be seeded and mulched to 

promote grass growth. Also if animal burrows are evident, rodents shall be exterminated 

and the burrows filled.  

 

4. Observation: There is a small group of brush or tree growth at the left downstream toe of 

slope near the tailrace wall.  Tree and brush growth on dam embankments has a number 

of negative impacts.  The root structures of trees and brush may lead to piping of internal 

embankment materials from seepage through the dam, and promote burrowing animals. 

Animal burrows may lead to further piping problems.   

Recommendation: Remove all brush and trees from the downstream slope and spray cut 

stumps with a growth inhibiting herbicide. If the removal of trees and brush leaves the 

embankment void of vegetation, the embankment shall be seeded and mulched to 

promote grass growth. Also if animal burrows are evident, rodents shall be exterminated 

and the burrows filled. After the removal of brush and tree growth, the downstream slope 

should be monitored for signs of seepage. 

 

5. Observation: There are various cracks and spalling along the left and right tailrace wall. 

The exact locations are noted later in the report. 

Recommendation: Any cracks, spalling, loss of concrete, or separation at the concrete 

joints should be monitored for any potential movement.  Crack monitoring devices can be 

installed for this purpose.  Patch existing cracks at the top of the tailrace wall with grout. 

 

 

C. Further Detailed Studies and/or Investigations 

 

At this time, we do not recommend any further investigation of the dam outside of normal 

required inspections.   Every three years, inspection by an engineer and periodic inspection 

by the dam owner is recommended.  Monitoring of the dam by maintenance personnel should 

occur on at least an annual basis.  Specifically, the identified areas of seepage should be 

monitored for changes. 
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D. Hazard Potential Classification 

 

The hazard potential classification of the Lake Isabella Dam is currently listed as “high” due 

to potential property damage and the danger to individuals that exists in the event of failure of 

the dam. It should be understood that the high hazard potential rating is solely based upon the 

location of habitable structures downstream of the dam and does not reflect upon the 

structural integrity of the dam. 
 
 
 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
 

A. General Description of Dam 

 

Lake Isabella Dam is owned by the Lake Isabella Corporation and is located in Section 35, T. 

15 N. – R.6 W. of Sherman Township, Isabella County, Michigan (See Site Location Map in 

Appendix B). The dam impoundment known as Isabella Lake and has a surface area of 

approximately 730 acres at normal lake level.  The dam was constructed in 1967 as part of a 

recreational area for the associated development.  The summer legal lake level is 895.0 and 

the winter legal level is 885.0.  The layout of the dam and its appurtenant structures are 

shown in previous inspection reports located in Appendix C.  Construction plans are on file 

with both the Isabella County Drain Commissioner and the MDNRE. 

 

Lake Isabella Dam is an earth embankment dam with a semi-circular shaped concrete control 

structure.  It is approximately 2300 feet in length, the embankment extends approximately 

800 feet to the left of the spillway and approximately 1450 feet to the right.  The upstream 

slopes are approximately 3 horizontal to 1 vertical and the downstream slopes are 

approximately 5 horizontal to 1 vertical.  The dam height is approximately 41 feet while 

maintaining a normal head of approximately 30 feet. The spillway consists of a semi-circular 

shaped weir constructed of concrete.  The radius is approximately 41 feet, resulting in a weir 

length of almost 129 feet.  Located on the right hand side of the concrete structure are 2 

controlled outlets, a 48x48” sluice gate, and a 12” diameter gate valve.  The larger gate was 

constructed for drawing the lake level down to the legal winter lake level and use as an 

emergency drawdown.  Since the previous inspection, the 48x48” sluice gate has been 

operated and a second, redundant gate installed.  The 12” diameter valve is used for cold 

water discharge and was open at the time of inspection.  Beyond the base of the weir the 
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spillway continues as a sloped concrete channel for over 200 feet, it is approximately 50 feet 

wide with vertical sides.   

  

B. Purpose of Dam 

 

The Lake Isabella Dam was constructed in 1967 to create a recreational impoundment for the 

development.  

 

C. Available Design, Construction and Maintenance Information 

 

Original plans of the dam as designed by Williams & Works and Fargo Engineering 

Company are on file with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. Maintenance 

information outside of that obtained through conversation with the dam owner does not exist. 

 

D. Previous Inspection Reports 

 

 2007 Inspection Report, Lake Isabella Dam, Headwater Concrete, Sluice Gates and Intake 

Pipe, Dam ID 434, Able Diving Co., Gerace Diving Service  

 

2007 Safety Inspection Report, Lake Isabella Dam, Dam ID 434, Lapham Associates  

 

2010 Safety Inspection Report, Lake Isabella Dam, Dam ID 434, Spicer Group, Inc. (May 

be viewed in Appendix C.) 

 

 

FIELD INSPECTION 
 

Spicer Group performed a visual inspection of the dam on September 16, 2013.  Photographs 

were taken and a field inspection checklist was completed in the field and office summarizing the 

inspection.  The checklist and photographs are included Appendices A and D respectively.  The 

following is a summary of the visual observations made during the inspection. 

 

Earth Embankment 

 

1. Overall, the earthen embankment appears to be in fair condition. 
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2. No horizontal movement of the dam was evident. 

 

3. No depressions and/or signs of settlement were observed. 

 

4. The upstream face of the embankment has intermitted brush and trees growing on it.  

These increase risk of seepage, piping, and promote habitat for burrowing animals.  The 

upstream face of the embankment should be cleared of woody vegetation. 

 

5. The upstream face of the embankment is covered in plain riprap that has filled in with 

grassy vegetation.  This type of cover provides excellent protection from erosion. 

 

6. No animal burrows were found on the earthen embankment.  However due to the tall 

grasses on the left side of the downstream face, a thorough inspection was not possible in 

this area.  This section of the embankment should be mowed and then inspected by the 

dam owner.  

 

7. Seepage was observed along the downstream end of the left side interface between the 

earthen embankment and the concrete spillway.  This seepage is likely traveling along 

this interface for the entire length of the spillway.  The discharge was clear at the time of 

the inspection; however there was evidence of rusty discharge having occurred in the 

past. 

 

Spillways 

 

1. The concrete spillway appears to be in fair condition.     

 

2. The concrete tailrace and walls appear to be in fair condition, though there are several 

cracks that should be recorded and monitored.   
 

Location Distance Description 

Left tailrace wall Near spillway Vertical cracking with efflorescence on inside tailrace wall 

Left tailrace wall 15’ u/s/ of catwalk Transverse crack entire width of wall, 1/16” thick 

Left tailrace wall 12’ u/s of catwalk Crack on repaired concrete patch, 1/8” thick 

Left tailrace wall 3’ d/s of catwalk Transverse crack entire width of wall, 1/16” thick 

Left tailrace wall 15’ d/s of catwalk Vertical crack on inside tailrace wall.  Appears to go from 

bottom to top on wall. 
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Left tailrace wall 50’ d/s of catwalk Transverse crack entire width of wall, 1/16” thick 

Left tailrace wall 60’ d/s of catwalk Loss of concrete at construction joint.  3” by 3” triangular 

piece. 

Left tailrace wall 70’ d/s of catwalk Separation at construction joint.  Loss of grout. 

Left tailrace wall 20’ u/s of wingwall Vertical cracking on inside tailrace wall with efflorescence. 

Left tailrace wall Corner of wingwall Transverse hairline crack. 

Right tailrace wall 12’ u/s of catwalk Loss of concrete/spalling, 7” by 7” by 1” deep at const. joint 

Right tailrace wall 40’ d/s of catwalk Transverse crack entire width of wall, 1/8” thick 

Right tailrace wall 60’ d/s of catwalk Transverse crack on top of wall with hairline longitudinal 

cracking.  Corresponds to construction joint. 

Right tailrace wall 70’ d/s of catwalk Loss of aggregate rock.  Probably gone since wall was poured. 

Right tailrace wall 70’ d/s of catwalk Separation in tailrace wall at joint.  Approx. 1-2” wide. 

Right tailrace wall Just upstream of 

wingwall 

Horizontal and vertical cracking on inside of tailrace wall.  

Efflorescence. 

Right tailrace wall Corner of wingwall Horizontal and vertical cracking on inside of tailrace wall.  

Efflorescence. 

Right tailrace wall Corner of wingwall Transverse crack across top of wall, 1/8” thick. 
 

There was a large crack observed on the right hand side vertical wall that ran parallel to 

the first vertical joint from the spillway.  This crack was noted in the 2010 report and 

there does not appear to be any movement since that time.  There was some algae growth 

and efflorescence on the spillway and bottom portion of the concrete channel. 

 

3. The 48x48” sluice gate appears to be in fair condition.  No leaks were present at the time 

of inspection.  The controls were locked to prevent tampering.  The gate was not operated 

at the time of inspection.  The gates have been operated within the last year. 

 

4. The 12” cold water discharge valve was open and flowing at the time of inspection.  It is 

also locked to prevent unwanted tampering. 

 

5. The catwalk is in fair condition and access is prevented from the south side.  Vehicle 

traffic is blocked from the north side by a series of vertical steel bars, however the bars 

do not prevent pedestrian access.  The steel railing has surface rusting on it and should be 

sanded and painted to prevent further corrosion. 
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
 
Based on this visual inspection, the overall structural stability of the dam is satisfactory and does 

not appear to be at risk of immediate failure.  The spillway and outlet channel are also in 

satisfactory condition.  The presence of seepage has been noted in previous inspection reports and 

should be closely monitored for increase in flow or the presence of soil in the discharge.  

 
 
 
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 
 

A. Available Design Data and Hydrologic Design Data 

 

It was determined in a 2008 survey that the distance from the elevation of the 200-yr event to 

the lowest downstream toe elevation is 37.0 feet.  A spillway rating curve performed in 2008 

that includes only the flow over the spillway and not through the sluice gates can be found in 

Appendix E.  Based on the rating curve and the survey data the distance from the 200-yr 

water surface elevation to the downstream toe of the dam is 37.72 feet (899.05-861.33).  

Since this distance is less than 40 feet, the ½ Probable Maximum Flood is not required to be 

used as the design event.  Hydrologic Information provided by the MDEQ has been obtained 

and is included Appendix A of this report.  The MDEQ reported the design flood to be the 

200-yr event and calculated the 200-year peak inflow into Lake Isabella Dam to be 4400 

CFS.  

 

B. Contributing Drainage Area 

 

The area contributing to the Lake Isabella Dam is 205 square miles (131,200 acres).  The 

ratio of contributing drainage area to the surface area of Lake Isabella (730 acres) is 

approximately 180 to 1. 

 

C. Design Flood Determination 

 

The design flood is determined by the MDEQ classification of the dam.  High hazard dams 

are required to convey the 200 year event, or ½ Probable Maximum Flood, depending on 

whether the distance from the 200-yr event elevation to the downstream toe is less than or 

greater than 40 feet.  If the maximum observed event is greater, it must be used as the design 
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flood.  The MDEQ determined the 200 year peak inflow into the impoundment to be 4400 

CFS.  The maximum observed event was 6,600 CFS on 9/12/1986. 

 

D. Existing Spillway Capacity 

 

A hydraulic analysis of the Lake Isabella Dam was conducted by the Spicer Group, Inc as 

part of the 2010 inspection report.  A spillway rating curve was calculated at that time and 

can be found in Appendix E.  The rating curve is based only on the spillway and does not 

include the potential capacity of the sluice gates should they be open.  The analysis indicated 

that the spillway was capable of passing the 200-yr event (4,400 CFS) with a water surface 

elevation of 899.1 and 2.2 feet of freeboard, and the flood of record (6,600 CFC) with a water 

surface elevation of 900.2 and 1.1 feet of freeboard.   

 

E.  Routing of Spillway Design Flood 

 

Due to the large ratio of contributing area to lake area, and the ability of the spillway to pass 

the peak inflow, routing of the design flood was not performed as a part of this inspection 

report.   

 

F. Flood of Record 

  

The largest flood of record observed at the USGS gauge station in Mount Pleasant was 6,600 

CFS on September 12, 1986.   

 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE  
 

No written operation and maintenance plan currently exists for the Lake Isabella Dam.  The Lake 

Isabella Property Owners Association is currently responsible for maintenance and operation of 

the dam. This type of dam does not require a full or part time operator; however an operation and 

maintenance plan should be developed to help monitor the integrity of the dam and improve its 

ability to pass significant storm events. This plan may include but not be limited to the operation 

of the gated spillways, maintenance of embankment slopes, monitoring of seepage through the 

dam and any settlement on the dam crest. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN 
 
There is an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) on file with the Isabella County Emergency Services.  

In conjunction with this report, the Notification Call List should be reviewed and updated to 

ensure names and phone numbers are correct.  Because of the high hazard classification of this 

dam an EAP is required by Part 315, Dam Safety, Natural Resources and Environmental 

Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  

 

 

Isabella County Emergency Services  

Marc Griffis 

2008 E. Preston 

Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858 

(989)-773-6116 
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Kathrens, Wendy S.

From: Middleton, Shawn
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:47 AM
To: Kathrens, Wendy S.
Subject: FW: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)

 
 
________________________________________ 
From: deq-wrd-qreq [deq-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Middleton, Shawn 
Subject: RE: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812) 
 
This reply is being sent via email only. 
 
We have estimated the flood frequency discharges requested in your email of September 5, 2013 
(Process No. 20130416), as follows: 
 
Chippewa River at Lake Isabella Dam, Dam ID 434, Section 35, T15N, R6W, Sherman Township, 
Isabella County, has a drainage area of 205 square miles.  The design discharge for this dam 
is the 0.5% chance (200-year) flood.  The 50%, 20%, 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, and 0.2% chance 
peak flows are estimated to be 950 cubic feet per second (cfs), 1500 cfs, 2000 cfs, 2600 cfs, 
3100 cfs, 3700 cfs, 4400 cfs, and 5500 cfs, respectively.  (Watershed Basin No. 32E 
Chippewa). 
 
Please include a copy of this letter with your inspection report or any subsequent 
application for permit.  These estimates should be confirmed by our office if an application 
is not submitted within one year.  If you have any questions concerning the discharge 
estimates, please contact Ms. Susan Greiner, Hydrologic Studies and Dam Safety Unit, at 517-
284-5579, or by email at: GreinerS@michigan.gov.  If you have any questions concerning the 
hydraulics or the requirements for the dam safety inspection report, please contact Mr. Jim 
Pawloski of our Dam Safety Program at 517-230-1608, or by email at: PawloskiJ@michigan.gov. 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: shawnm@spicergroup.com [mailto:shawnm@spicergroup.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 11:17 AM 
To: deq-wrd-qreq 
Subject: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812) 
 
Requestor: Shawn Middleton 
Company: Spicer Group, Inc. 
Address: 1400 Zeeb Drive 
City: Saint Johns 
Zip: 48879 
Phone: 989-224-2355 
Date: Sept. 9, 2013 
F50percent: Yes 
F20percent: Yes 
F10percent: Yes 
F4percent: Yes 
F2percent: Yes 
F1percent: Yes 
F0.5percent: Yes 



2

F0.2percent: Yes 
ContactAgency: None Selected 
ContactPerson: 
Watercourse: Chippewa River 
LocalName: 
CountyLocation: Isabella 
CityorTownship: Mount Pleasant 
Section: 35 
Town: 15N 
Range: 06W 
Location: Flow request if for area tributary to the Lake Isabella Dam. 
uploadImage: 
FFR1: Dam 
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EXISTING REPORT 
2010 NOTIFICATION CALL LIST 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LAKE ISABELLA DAM INSPECTION 
 

 
Dam Identification No.: 434 

Hazard Potential: High 
 Section 35, T. 15 N. – R.6 W  

Sherman Township, Isabella County, Michigan 
Chippewa River 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Per Part 315, Act 451 of 1994  
PREPARED FOR: 

 
Isabella County Drain Commissioner 

Rick Jakubiec 
200 N. Main Street 

Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858 
(989) 772-0911 ext. 247 

rjakubiec@isabellacounty.org 
 

PREPARED BY: 
 

Spicer Group, Inc. 
 

INSPECTED BY: 
 
 

      
Shawn P. Middleton, P.E. #42722 

 
      

James E. Ensign E.I.T. 
 
 

Date of Inspection: July 23, 2010 
Date of Report: November 30, 2010 

 
 

 
Project I.D. Number 118623SG2010 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Lake Isabella Dam was inspected pursuant to the requirements of Parts 307 and 315, Dam 

Safety, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  Spicer Group, 

Inc. conducted the three-year inspection of the dam on July 23, 2010 as requested by the owner of 

the dam, the Isabella County Drain Commissioner.  The scope of this inspection is to identify 

conditions that constitute an existing or potential hazard to the dam.  The identification of 

potential hazards is limited to the field visual inspection, review of previous reports, review of 

previous plans, and general computations.  The contents of this report are not to be treated as a 

detailed engineering evaluation.   

 

This inspection report will serve as a supplement to previous inspections performed on the dam.  

Previous inspection reports, drawings, sketches, calculations, etc. will be referred to as part of this 

inspection report.  A summary of the design, construction, maintenance, and subsequent 

inspections of the dam are outlined in the Project Information section of this report. All references 

regarding the orientation of the dam shall be made as viewed looking downstream. The terms 

satisfactory, fair, poor, and unsatisfactory will be used to describe the conditions of the dam. The 

following is a brief definition of each term. 

 

 Satisfactory – No existing or potential dam safety deficiencies are recognized.  

Acceptable performance is expected under all loading conditions (static, hydrologic, 

seismic) in accordance with the applicable regulatory criteria or tolerance risk guidelines. 

 Fair – No existing dam safety deficiencies are recognized for normal loading conditions. 

Rare or extreme hydrologic and /or seismic events may result in a dam safety deficiency. 

Risk may be in the range to take further action.  
 Poor – Dam safety deficiency is recognized for loading conditions which may 

realistically occur. Remedial action is necessary. Poor may also be used when 

uncertainties exist as to critical analysis parameters which identify a potential dam safety 

deficiency: further investigations and studies are necessary.  

 Unsatisfactory – Dam safety deficiency is recognized that requires immediate or 

emergency remedial action for problem resolution. Reservoir restrictions may be 

necessary until problem resolution. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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A. Overall Condition 

 

Visual inspection of the dam indicates that the dam and its appurtenant structures are in 

satisfactory overall condition.  The spillway appeared to be in satisfactory condition and its 

capacity adequate for passing the design storm.  The calculated normal freeboard is 2.5 feet 

for the design event.  The following is a list of observed deficiencies and recommendations. 

 

B. Observed Deficiencies and Recommendations 

 

1. Observation: Seepage was observed along the left side of the spillway at the downstream 

end.  This seepage was noted in the last inspection report.  The seepage was clear at the 

time of the inspection, however rust colored deposits were evident along the overland 

flow path of the seepage.   

Recommendation: The seepage should be monitored on a regular basis.  Any evidence of 

an increase in volume or the presence of earthen material in the water should be brought 

to the attention of a qualified engineer.  

 

2. Observation: The 48x48” sluice gate has not been operated in the last few years.  This 

gate is necessary for drawing the lake level down to the winter level.  Also the gate is the 

primary tool available should an emergency drawdown be necessary. 

 Recommendation: The gate should be maintained and operated on a routine basis to 

ensure that it is in operable condition.  Since the gate has not be operated for several 

years, the initial opening could be performed during a time of high inflow to the lake.  

This would protect against the lake level dropping should the gate not fully reseal.        

 

C. Further Detailed Studies and/or Investigations 

 

At this time, we do not recommend any further investigation of the dam outside of normal.   

Every three years, inspection by an engineer and periodic inspection by the dam owner is 

recommended. 
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D. Hazard Potential Classification 

 

The hazard potential classification of the Lake Isabella Dam is currently listed as “high” due 

to potential property damage and the danger to individuals that exists in the event of failure of 

the dam. It should be understood that the high hazard potential rating is solely based upon the 

location of habitable structures downstream of the dam and does not reflect upon the 

structural integrity of the dam. 
 

PROJECT INFORMATION 
 

A. General Description of Dam 

 

Lake Isabella Dam is owned by the Lake Isabella Corporation and is located in Section 35, T. 

15 N. – R.6 W. of Sherman Township, Isabella County, Michigan (See Site Location Map in 

Appendix B). The dam impoundment known as Isabella Lake and has a surface area of 

approximately 730 acres at normal lake level.  The dam was constructed in 1967 as part of a 

recreational area for the associated development.  The summer legal lake level is 895.0 and 

the winter legal level is 885.0.  The layout of the dam and its appurtenant structures are 

shown in previous inspection reports located in Appendix C.  Construction plans are on file 

with both the Isabella County Drain Commissioner and the MDNRE. 

 

Lake Isabella Dam is an earth embankment dam with a semi-circular shaped concrete control 

structure.  It is approximately 2300 feet in length, the embankment extends approximately 

800 feet to the left of the spillway and approximately 1450 feet to the right.  The upstream 

slopes are approximately 3 horizontal to 1 vertical and the downstream slopes are 

approximately 5 horizontal to 1 vertical.  The dam height is approximately 41 feet while 

maintaining a normal head of approximately 30 feet. The spillway consists of a semi-circular 

shaped weir constructed of concrete.  The radius is approximately 41 feet, resulting in a weir 

length of almost 129 feet.  Located on the right hand side of the concrete structure are 2 

controlled outlets, a 48x48” sluice gate, and a 12” diameter gate valve.  The larger gate was 

constructed for drawing the lake level down to the legal winter lake level and use as an 

emergency drawdown.  However the gate has not been operated for several years and the 

winter level has not been maintained.  The 12” diameter valve is used for cold water 

discharge and was open at the time of inspection.  Beyond the base of the weir the spillway 

continues as a sloped concrete channel for over 200 feet, it is approximately 50 feet wide with 

vertical sides.   
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B. Purpose of Dam 

 

The Lake Isabella Dam was constructed in 1967 to create a recreational impoundment for the 

development.  

 

C. Available Design, Construction and Maintenance Information 

 

Original plans of the dam as designed by Williams & Works and Fargo Engineering 

Company are on file with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. Maintenance 

information outside of that obtained through conversation with the dam owner does not exist. 

 

D. Previous Inspection Reports 

 

 2007 Inspection Report, Lake Isabella Dam, Headwater Concrete, Sluice Gates and Intake 

Pipe, Dam ID 434, Able Diving Co., Gerace Diving Service (May be viewed in 

Appendix C.) 

 

2007 Safety Inspection Report, Lake Isabella Dam, Dam ID 434, Lapham Associates (May 

be viewed in Appendix C.) 

 

 

FIELD INSPECTION 
 

Spicer Group performed a visual inspection of the dam on July 23, 2010.  Photographs were 

taken and a field inspection checklist was completed in the field and office summarizing the 

inspection.  The checklist and photographs are included Appendices A and D respectively.  The 

following is a summary of the visual observations made during the inspection. 

 

Earth Embankment 

 

1. Overall, the earthen embankment appears to be in fair condition. 

 

2. No horizontal movement of the dam was evident. 
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3. No depressions and/or signs of settlement were observed. 

 

4. The upstream face of the embankment is covered in plain riprap that has filled in with 

grassy vegetation.  This type of cover provides excellent protection from erosion. 

 

5. No animal burrows were found on the earthen embankment.  However due to the tall 

grasses on the left side of the downstream face, a thorough inspection was not possible.  

This section of the embankment should be mowed and then inspected by the dam owner.  

 

6. Seepage was observed along the downstream end of the left side interface between the 

earthen embankment and the concrete spillway.  This seepage is likely traveling along 

this interface for the entire length of the spillway.  The discharge was clear at the time of 

the inspection, however there was evidence of rusty discharge having occurred in the 

past. 

 

Spillways 

 

1. The concrete spillway and downstream concrete channel appear to be in fair condition.  

There was a large crack observed on the right hand side vertical wall that ran parallel to 

the first vertical joint from the spillway.  This crack was noted in the 2007 report and 

there does not appear to be any movement since that time.  There was no spalling of the 

concrete evident and only hairline cracks typical of large concrete slabs were evident.  

There was some algae growth and efflorescence on the spillway and bottom portion of 

the concrete channel.   

 

2. The 48x48” sluice gate appears to be in fair condition.  No leaks were present at the time 

of inspection.  The controls were locked to prevent tampering.  The gate was not operated 

at the time of inspection and the dam owners are hesitant to do so at this time, fearing that 

the gate may not close once it is opened.   

 

3. The 12” cold water discharge valve was open and flowing at the time of inspection.  It is 

also locked to prevent unwanted tampering. 

 

4. The Catwalk is in fair condition and access is prevented from the south side.  Vehicle 

traffic is blocked from the north side by a series of vertical steel bars, however the bars 

do not prevent pedestrian access. 
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
 
Based on this visual inspection, the overall structural stability of the dam is satisfactory and does 

not appear to be at risk of immediate failure.  The spillway and outlet channel are also in 

satisfactory condition.  The presence of seepage has been noted in previous inspection reports and 

should be closely monitored for increase in flow or the presence of soil in the discharge.  

 
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 
 

A. Available Design Data and Hydrologic Design Data 

 

Since the last inspection report in 2007 the dam was surveyed in 2008 and it was determined 

that the distance from the elevation of the 200-yr event to the lowest downstream toe 

elevation is 36.97 feet.  However as part of this review an error was found in the spillway 

rating curve that was used in conjunction with the survey.  A revised spillway rating curve 

that includes only the flow over the spillway and not through the sluice gates can be found in 

Appendix E.  Based on the revised rating curve and that recent survey data the distance from 

the 200-yr water surface elevation to the downstream toe of the dam is 37.72 feet (899.05-

861.33).  Since this distance is less than 40 feet, the ½ Probable Maximum Flood is not 

required to be used as the design event.  Hydrologic Information provided by the MDEQ has 

been obtained and is included Appendix A of this report.  The MDEQ reported the design 

flood to be the 200-yr event and calculated the 200-year peak inflow into Lake Isabella Dam 

to be 4400 CFS.  

 

B. Contributing Drainage Area 

 

The area contributing to the Lake Isabella Dam is 205 square miles (131,200 acres).  The 

ratio of contributing drainage area to the surface area of Lake Isabella (730 acres) is 

approximately 180 to 1. 

 

C. Design Flood Determination 

 

The design flood is determined by the MDEQ classification of the dam.  High hazard dams 

are required to convey the 200 year event, or ½ Probable Maximum Flood, depending on 

whether the distance from the 200-yr event elevation to the downstream toe is less than or 

greater than 40 feet.  If the maximum observed event is greater, it must be used as the design 
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flood.  The MDEQ determined the 200 year peak inflow into the impoundment to be 4400 

CFS.  The maximum observed event was 6,600 CFS on 9/12/1986. 

 

D. Existing Spillway Capacity 

 

 A hydraulic analysis of the Lake Isabella Dam was conducted by the Lapham Associates as 

part of the 2007 inspection report.  For this report, the calculations were reviewed and an 

error was found in the rating curve.  A new spillway rating curve was calculated and can be 

found in Appendix E.  The new rating curve is based only on the spillway and does not 

include the potential capacity of the sluice gates should they be open.  The analysis indicated 

that the spillway was capable of passing the 200-yr event (4,400 CFS) with a water surface 

elevation of 899.1 and 2.2 feet of freeboard, and the flood of record (6,600 CFC) with a water 

surface elevation of 900.2 and 1.1 feet of freeboard.   

 

E.  Routing of Spillway Design Flood 

 

Due to the large ratio of contributing area to lake area, and the ability of the spillway to pass 

the peak inflow, routing of the design flood was not performed as a part of this inspection 

report.   

 

F. Flood of Record 

  

The largest flood of record observed at the USGS gauge station in Mount Pleasant was 6,600 

CFS on September 12, 1986.   

 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE  
 

No written operation and maintenance plan currently exists for the Lake Isabella Dam.  The Lake 

Isabella Property Owners Association is currently responsible for maintenance and operation of 

the dam. This type of dam does not require a full or part time operator; however an operation and 

maintenance plan should be developed to help monitor the integrity of the dam and improve its 

ability to pass significant storm events. This plan may include but not be limited to the operation 

of the gated spillways, maintenance of embankment slopes, monitoring of seepage through the 

dam and any settlement on the dam crest. 
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EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN 
 
There is an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) on file with the Isabella County Emergency Services.  

In conjunction with this report, an updated Notification Call List has been included in Appendix 

C.  Because of the high hazard classification of this dam an EAP is required by Part 315, Dam 

Safety, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of 1994.  

 

 

Isabella County Emergency Services  

Marc Griffis 

2008 E. Preston 

Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858 

(989)-773-6116 
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DAM INSPECTION WORKSHEET AND CHECKLIST 
MDEQ INVENTORY OF DAM  

MDEQ HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION  
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SITE LOCATION MAP 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
 

EXISTING REPORTS  
UPDATED NOTIFICATION CALL LIST 

2008 LETTER FROM SGI 
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2010-07-23 Lake Isabella Dam Inspection (118623SG2010) Page 1

Name: IMG_0812
Description: Facing south along the top of the earthen

embankment, right of the outlet works

Name: IMG_0813
Description: Controls for sluice gate and cold water

discharge

Name: IMG_0814
Description: Upstream side of the earthen embankment

at outlet structure

Name: IMG_0815
Description: Upstream side of the earthen embankment

from approximately the midpoint of the
right embankment
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Name: IMG_0816
Description: Upstream side of the earthen embankment

from a point near the end of the right
embankment

Name: IMG_0817
Description: Downstream side of the right earthen

embankment

Name: IMG_0819
Description: Crack in the left side of spillway wall

Name: IMG_0820
Description: Crack in the left side of spillway wall
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Name: IMG_0821
Description: Separation in the joint of right side

kneewall

Name: IMG_0822
Description: Separation in the joint of right side

kneewall

Name: IMG_0823
Description: Downstream of the spillway on the right

side

Name: IMG_0824
Description: Facing downstream from the end of the

spillway apron
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Name: IMG_0825
Description: Kneewall on the left side at base of

spillway

Name: IMG_0826
Description: Outlet structure from the right side of the

downstream channel

Name: IMG_0828
Description: Top of the left earthen embankment from

the control structure

Name: IMG_0829
Description: 12" cold water discharge
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Name: IMG_0830
Description: Semi-circle ogee wier strucure

Name: IMG_0831
Description: Expansion joint on the right side of outlet

structure

Name: IMG_0832
Description: Cracking and some spalling on the

upstream end of the right side spillway
walls

Name: IMG_0833
Description: Cracking and some spalling on the

upstream end of the right side spillway
walls near joint
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Name: IMG_0834
Description: Repared concrete at joint on the left side

spillway walls

Name: IMG_0835
Description: Cracking on the upstream end of the left

side spillway walls

Name: IMG_0836
Description: Cracking at expansion joints on the

upstream end of the left side spillway
walls

Name: IMG_0837
Description: Facing downstream toward the bridge

from the left edge of ogee spillway
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Name: IMG_0838
Description: Downstream side of the left earthen

embankment

Name: IMG_0839
Description: Kneewall on the right side at base of

spillway

Name: IMG_0840
Description: Seepage at the base of kneewall on the left

side of spillway

Name: IMG_0841
Description: Seepage at the base of kneewall on the left

side of spillway
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Name: 131_1485
Description: Downstream overview.  Note scour on 

right bank.

Name: 131_1488
Description: Seepage on right downstream bank.  Iron

ochre on bank.

Name: 131_1489
Description: Close up of seepage on right downstream

bank

Name: 131_1491
Description: Seepage along left downstream toe of 

wingwall
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Name: 131_1492
Description: Seepage along left downstream toe of 

wingwall

Name: 131_1493
Description: Exposed toe drain.  Perforated CMP.

Name: 131_1494
Description: Exposed toe drain.  Perforated CMP.

Name: 131_1497
Description: Sta 8+00 Left - Dam crest overview
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Name: 131_1498
Description: Sta 8+00 Left - Upstream face overview

Name: 131_1499
Description: Sta 8+00 Left - Upstream toe overview

Name: 131_1500
Description: Sta 8+00 Left - Downstream face 

overview

Name: 131_1502
Description: Sta 8+00 Left - Downstream toe 

overview
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Name: 131_1516
Description: Sta 4+00 Left - Upstream face overview

Name: 131_1517
Description: Sta 4+00 Left - Upstream face overview

Name: 131_1519
Description: Outlet channel at to of slope Sta 4+00 

Left

Name: 131_1528
Description: Sta 1+00 Left Upstream face overview
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Name: 131_1529
Description: Sta 1+00 Left Upstream face overview

Name: 131_1531
Description: Sta 1+00 Left Downstream face 

overview

Name: 131_1532
Description: Left end of walkway over tailrace

Name: 131_1533
Description: Upstream end of right tailrace wall
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Name: 131_1534
Description: Right tailrace wall

Name: 131_1536
Description: Crack on Left tailrace wall, upstream of 

walkway

Name: 131_1537
Description: Spillway

Name: 131_1538
Description: Spillway
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Name: 131_1539
Description: Spillway

Name: 131_1541
Description: Spillway

Name: 131_1542
Description: 12" cold water outlet

Name: 131_1543
Description: Upstream end of walkway
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Name: 131_1544
Description: Upstream end of walkway

Name: 131_1546
Description: Crack in patch on left tailrace wall, 

upstream of walkway

Name: 131_1549
Description: Crack on left tailrace wall, upstream of 

walkway

Name: 131_1552
Description: Downstream end of right tailrace wall
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Name: 131_1553
Description: Crack on left tailrace wall, downstream 

of walkway

Name: 131_1554
Description: Crack on left tailrace wall, downstream 

of walkway

Name: 131_1556
Description: Crack on left tailrace wall, downstream 

of walkway

Name: 131_1557
Description: Separated construction joint on right 

tailrace wall
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Name: 131_1558
Description: Small tree growth and grapevine 

growing at left toe of slope.

Name: 131_1560
Description: Small tree growth and grapevine 

growing at left toe of slope.

Name: 131_1561
Description: Crack at left downstream wingwall

Name: 131_1562
Description: Cracks and efflorescence at right 

downstream wingwall
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Name: 131_1563
Description: Cracks and efflorescence at right 

downstream wingwall

Name: 131_1564
Description: Fence in need of repair

Name: 131_1565
Description: Guardrail (typical)

Name: 131_1566
Description: Overview of spillway
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Name: 131_1569
Description: Alignment of left tailrace wall looking 

downstream

Name: 131_1570
Description: Small crack at top of left tailrace wall

Name: 131_1571
Description: Guardrail bolts (typical)

Name: 131_1572
Description: Spalling, crack at upstream end of right 

tailrace wall
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Name: 131_1573
Description: Alignment of right tailrace wall looking 

upstream

Name: 131_1574
Description: Alignment of right tailrace wall looking 

downstream

Name: 131_1575
Description: Downstream overview.  Note scour on 

both banks.

Name: 131_1576
Description: Upstream overview
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Name: 131_1577
Description: Spalling, loss of concrete on top of right 

tailrace wall, upstream of walkway

Name: 131_1578
Description: Spalling, loss of concrete on top of right 

tailrace wall, upstream of walkway

Name: 131_1579
Description: Spalling, loss of concrete on top of right 

tailrace wall, upstream of walkway

Name: 131_1580
Description: Left tailrace wall, upstream of walkway
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Name: 131_1581
Description: Left tailrace wall, downstream of 

walkway

Name: 131_1590
Description: Left tailrace wall, downstream of 

walkway.  Note vertical crack.

Name: 131_1591
Description: Crack on top of right tailrace wall 

downstream of walkway

Name: 131_1593
Description: Crack on top of right tailrace wall 

downstream of walkway
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Name: 131_1597
Description: Displaced rock on top of right tailrace 

wall downstream of walkway

Name: 131_1598
Description: Left tailrace wall, downstream of 

walkway.  Note hydraulic jump signs.

Name: 131_1599
Description: Crack at right downstream wingwall

Name: 131_1600
Description: Scour/erosion at right downstream bank.
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Name: 131_1603
Description: Bank seepage, likely due to  

groundwater.

Name: 131_1604
Description: Scour/erosion at right downstream bank.

Name: 131_1606
Description: Crack on top of right tailrace wall 

downstream of walkway

Name: 131_1608
Description: Sta 15+00, Right looking at natural 

ground tie in.
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Name: 131_1609
Description: Sta 15+00, Right looking towards 

structure

Name: 131_1610
Description: Sta 15+00, Right upstream face  

Name: 131_1611
Description: Sta 15+00, Right upstream face  

Name: 131_1612
Description: Sta 15+00, Right upstream toe of slope  
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Name: 131_1613
Description: Sta 15+00, Right downstream face  

Name: 131_1614
Description: Sta 15+00, Right downstream face  

Name: 131_1621
Description: Sta 8+00, Right upstream face

Name: 131_1622
Description: Sta 8+00, Right embankment crest
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Name: 131_1623
Description: Sta 8+00, Right downstream face

Name: 131_1625
Description: Sta 5+00, Right embankment crest

Name: 131_1626
Description: Sta 5+00, Right upstream face

Name: 131_1627
Description: Surface runoff outlet pipe.  Destination 

unknown.
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SPILLWAY RATING CURVE 
 



Lake Isabella Spillway Rating Curve
Elevations Converted to NAVD88
Primary Spillway Crest = 894.4
Sidewall Elevations = 898.4
Gate Riser Concrete = 899.4
Low Point on Dam Crest = 901.3
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sidewalls of spillway
sidewalls of spillway

at valve box

899.4 5.0 129 4784 1.0 67.5 223.9 0 20 0.0 5007.9
899.5 5.1 129 4928 1.1 67.75 259.3 0.1 20 2.1 5189.6
899.6 5.2 129 5074 1.2 68 296.5 0.2 20 5.9 5376.3
899.7 5.3 129 5221 1.3 68.25 335.6 0.3 20 10.9 5567.4
899.8 5.4 129 5369 1.4 68.5 376.4 0.4 20 16.8 5762.6
899.9 5.5 129 5519 1.5 68.75 418.9 0.5 20 23.5 5961.6
900.0 5.6 129 5670 1.6 69 463.2 0.6 20 30.8 6164.5
900.1 5.7 129 5823 1.7 69.25 509.1 0.7 20 38.9 6371.0
900.2 5.8 129 5977 1.8 69.5 556.7 0.8 20 47.5 6581.1
900.3 5.9 129 6132 1.9 69.75 605.9 0.9 20 56.6 6794.7
900.4 6.0 129 6289 2.0 70 656.7 1 20 66.3 7011.8
900.5 6.1 130 6497 2.1 70.25 709.1 1.1 20 76.5 7282.2
900.6 6.2 131 6708 2.2 70.5 763.1 1.2 20 87.2 7558.5
900.7 6.3 132 6924 2.3 70.75 818.6 1.3 20 98.3 7840.5
900.8 6.4 133 7143 2.4 71 875.6 1.4 20 109.9 8128.3
900.9 6.5 134 7366 2.5 71.25 934.2 1.5 20 121.9 8421.9
901.0 6.6 135 7593 2.6 71.5 994.3 1.6 20 134.3 8721.2
901.1 6.7 136 7823 2.7 71.75 1056 1.7 20 147.0 9026.3
901.2 6.8 137 8058 2.8 72 1119 1.8 20 160.2 9337.2
901.3 6.9 138 8297 2.9 72.25 1184 1.9 20 173.7 9653.8



 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




